
Jack & Jill Race, August 23,2020 
Report by Tony Brogan with some notes by John Tulip and FCR on their Round 

Prevost Challenge. Pictures by Greg Taylor, Lisa Lipsett, and Jacqui 

The forecast for Sunday was for a good breeze 10-15 knots from the North with an 
ebbing tide from 09.00 -1500. 

Would there be enough of a turnout to give us a race on such a fine day?  

Over the years it has seemed difficult to get enough interest in this race to warrant its 
inclusion in the schedule. 

With the recent edition of Phoenix as an all female crew to the fleet there was optimism 
that there would be enough Jills around to crew or skipper other boats. Besides which it 
is a cruiser sailing couple event as a sail plan is optional and no flying sails can be 
used.  

Your skipper here was one who was short a Jill and so the call went out to the FCR. 
Can you advertise for any boats needing a Jill and there was a response from Heather 
of Phoenix. But we need a Jack. How about we swap your Jack for a Jill? Again the call 
went out, this time to the RH crew. Would you like to step aboard Phoenix to crew with 
Lisa? There was an affirmation from John Gauld and so Phoenix had a Jack.  

Meanwhile other boats acquired Jill's aboard but also extra Jacks that were not allowed 
by the rules!!!  



(Alas, this refers to your FCR, who having not participated in the J&J previously, and 
failing to read the rules until late the night prior to the race, had invited Michael and his 
daughter to be his Jill. Not wanting to create any problems for the legitimate rule 
abiding J&J racers, I texted Eric – who I knew was going for a sail with his daughter and 
her partner the next day and asked if he wanted to do the Prevost Challenge. Eric is 
always up for any challenge.  

We thought we could either invite the J&J racers to go around Prevost with us, or we 
could race part way with them. Tony, who knows the lay of the land around here better 
than most anyone, wisely counselled that it was a poor day for a Prevost Challenge 
attempt. He was, as usual, correct. But with my crewing error, the dye was cast. I only 
compounded it by deciding to keep Prevost to Port so we could sail with the J&J fleet 
on the course I had picked out for them: round Channel Islands to Port. – FCR) 

Roll call on Ch72 informed us that those with extra jacks would sail another race and try 
a Prevost Challenge.The three qualified boats would, as they had agreed, sail a race 
around Channel Islands (S) and finish.  

The three qualified boats also included Impulse.  Don and Alicia Baxter were founding 
members of the race and the sponsors of the Jack and Jill Trophy.  They sail Impulse 



regularly and we were all pleased to see them back on the race course on such a fine 
day.  

Also on the water was Second Wind, Skeena Cloud and Pturbodactyl sailing around 
Prevost with Jills aboard, but with too many Jacks for the official race! 

The wind was as forecast being a steady 6-10 knots from the North. This would give us 
the pleasure of figuring out a port hand starting procedure. Would anyone try a 
starboard hand approach? Or starting at the starboard end close to the line sweep down 
the line but away from it hoping to flip to port at the appropriate time? Boats were at the 
starboard end.  

In the event RH found themselves on port tack heading toward the starboard end of the 
line but a little early. Cutting across behind us was Pturbodactyl. We circled back behind 
them and did a 360 then followed the Tri on port tack toward the centre of the line. We 
were clear of other boats, and a little early, so we followed along the line until the zero 
hour arrived in another 2-3 seconds and both hardened for the start together.  

Phoenix was to Starboard and close to the line but I did not note the other boats as they 
were not in my vision at the start.  

We had rigged both jib and Spinnaker . While raising the jib it had "stuck" and was not 
able to be raised further by hand. I have learned long ago not to use a winch in such a 
situation as something will "Break". In this case I found the luff bolt line had torn out 
from the sail material where it passed through the prefeeder. I got it free and raised the 
sail but it meant we couldn't raise it again if we dropped it. So the sail needed to be 
replaced . 

We had a good start . Pturbodactyl footed off and disappeared in a flurry of speed. The 
wind varied from beam to broad reach . Skeena Cloud was showing good speed and 
others were behind us.  

We decided to change the 115 for the 135 as we did not expect wind over 20 knots. The 
wind oscillation was a little awkward for the spinnaker and so Heather helmed the boat 
on the broadest reach compatible with maintaining course and yours truly 
fumbled around on the foredeck with a bag full of the 135 and proceeded to shake it out 
on the foredeck, unfold, struggle with the jib that was in the way. The track was difficult 
to see, never mind fit to the sail but eventually the larger sail was tacked, and the 
head in the second slide and the second halyard attached and the sail hauled aloft on 
the outside of the jib.  

Rats,,, the second set of sheets were entwined with the jib sheets and had to be re-
deployed. Voila ! There it was finally up and sheeted and the jib could be dropped which 
it was and stowed and secured on the deck. (If Tony didn’t appreciate Starboard John 
and Porthand John before, he does now – FCR) 



By the time I pulled my head out of the head sails (so that's how they became so 
named!) and looked around we were passed the Sisters and headed out to 
Captains passage. Skeena Cloud was many boat lengths to windward and a little ahead 
trying out her asymmetric spinnaker. It was with a combination of smiles and concerns 
that we watched her twice receive a gust to nearly broach her as she rounded up 
smartly.  

It was a couple of minutes later before we felt the increased pressure and 
acceleration on a near beam reach. Finally, Skeena Cloud hardened up to head for 
Liddel Point and she was fast, leaving us behind. (Michael, as I said, brought his 
daughter Emily along, who hadn’t sailed before. Emily is in university and has never had 
an ‘A’ grade, never having got anything below an ‘A+’. But her choice of first time 
skippers suggests she doesn’t always get things correct..  

But the almost broaches weren’t all my fault. When I wondered out loud if we should 
use the big spinnaker in this breeze, Michael simply said, ‘of course’. Mind you, Michael 
likes hanging by his fingernails from the side of mountains. He would yes to hoisting it 
in the midst of a hurricane.  

But one must keep the crew happy. So that it is how it came about that Emily was 
helming when we were hit by the two gusts once clear of Second Sister. I warned her it 
could happen. Her response was to grip the wheel tighter, listen well to advice in the 
midst of chaos, and steer us clear with confidence and a smile. Skeena Cloud 
responded well to her new helmsperson, notching what for her, is an astounding 8 
knots. One can get used to this crew thing. After that, I might as well have brought my 
slippers and a good book for all the work I did aboard. - FCR 

RH was headed left of the Channel Islands anticipating the left to right current from the 
ebb and thus we had a pleasant leisurely approach to the islands.  

We swept past the Channel Islands and hardened to a close reach across the far side 
and then to a close hauled to the Prevost shore. As we rounded we observed Skeena 
Cloud at Liddell Point dowsing the spinnaker in favour of a headsail to prepare for the 
long beat against the current up Swanson Channel and then Trincomali. I did not envy 
them!! (Or as Michael described it later, we had sailed into the Bermuda Triangle – FCR) 

Phoenix hailed us on channel 72 to enquire if Deep Ridge buoy was a part of the 
course. Negative.  

As we approached Prevost,  Second Wind crossed our bow also headed for Liddell 
Point .  

Considering wind and tide, we determined that the current varied at 1-2 knots. A close 
hauled starboard tack gave a course just below Sisters islands. We were cutting 
across the current that was pushing us left toward the Saltspring side, but I thought we 



would be lifted by the wind as we crossed the channel. It was decided to not short tack 
the Prevost shore but long tack across.  

Just after setting our starboard tack we viewed Impulse approaching high of the 
Channel Islands with just the headsail set and no mainsail. We exchanged 
enthusiastic waves and we both sailed on. I suspect Impulse had decided to go 
cruising?? 

Sure enough, we got lifted and passed by the Batt Rock buoy to our Port. We were lifted 
by the wind and soon out of the main current. Speed over ground increased to over 5 
knots and as we approached Second Sisters we eased to a close reach to avoid the 
usual hole near the island at 6 knots plus.  

We continued down the harbour sometimes close hauled sometimes close reached until 
we crossed the finish line a little over 2 hours and 10 minute after the start.  

Phoenix finished some time after and later told us that they were halted in the hole near 
Second Sister. We laughed as we said one of us is first and one of us is second!! We 
will find out soon enough.  

On reflection I realized the whole course required just one tack and zero gybes.  

It was a pleasant two hours. Heather was a steady helms person. She was attentive to 
sail trim. active on the boat , sheeting  the genoa and footing the sail over the lifeline. In 
between we had numerous chats about this and that, enjoying each other's company.  

Perhaps we should schedule other races where we exchange crew between boats and 
get to know each other a little better.  

After stowing sails and putting the boat to bed we retired to the tables on the dock with 
Phoenix's crew and watched Skeena Cloud finish her course as we munched on chips 
and refreshed with a beer. We cheered her over the finish line. 

It was another fine day on the water. Again we lucked out with the wind. It has been a 
good sailing year so far. 

Wednesday night is the last of the Summer series. Come and join us. 

(Note John’s track and comment below.  

‘Hi Greg, what an interesting day out on the water.  Huge amounts of current between 
Prevost and Mayne and some interesting wind and current lines to cross.  We did one 
complete slow motion 360 which never showed up on the track since the current was 
ripping us along so fast - it looked like a big bear away. Not to mention ferries.... 



(The boat is also very light so the portage over Prevost was no problem.) Anyway 
finished at 13:19:00.  A great day except I lost my Tilley coming into Ganges. If anyone 
picks up a large brim Tilley out there give me a call. 

If we recorded Skeena Cloud’s track like John recorded theirs, you would see us being 
pulled backwards towards Enterprise Reef at 2 knots for 20 minutes, fearing all the time 
that  we were about to be sucked into some abyss, never to be seen again in this time 
or space. But I wasn’t worried. Michael is currently working on challenging Einstein’s 
theory as it describes space-time. He would have come up with something. – FCR) 

Check out Jacqui’s video of the start. But not too close or you will see an 
embarrassing failure to launch. 
https://1drv.ms/v/s!AsWmF5N2tuqsgdVn2xJjfyYLF9eAow

https://1drv.ms/v/s!AsWmF5N2tuqsgdVn2xJjfyYLF9eAow

